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INTRODUCTION: Glutaric aciduria type I (GAI) is caused by an autosomal recessively inherited
deficiency of glutaryl-CoA dehydrogenase. Clinically, patients develop a complex movement disorder
described as dystonic movement disorder (DMD) often between 3-36 months. Putatively neurotoxic
compounds, glutarate and 3-hydroxyglutarate, are increased in urine but in patients with a low-excreter
phenotype may be intermittently normal. There are characteristics of MRI changes. Diagnosis is
confirmed by the identification of disease-causing mutations. Newborn screening (NBS) using
glutarylcarnitine might identify patients, although a low-excreter can show the normal result. Early
diagnosis by NBS in combination with metabolic treatment has significantly improved the clinical
outcome for asymptomatic newborns. OBJECTIVE: To present clinical, biochemical, MRI and molecular
findings of our 8 cases with GAI. CASES REPORT: Of the total of 8 cases one was diagnosed at 4 years
of age because of hypotonia and macrocephaly, one because of encephalopathic crises at age one year;
one other because insidiously DMD identified at age 13 years; one showed significant hypotonia and
macrocephaly from birth; one has normal psychomotor development up to the present time with one
year and eight months and one has no adherence to metabolic treatment and is affected by DMD that
appeared insidiously. The latter three patients were diagnosed by NBS. Two cases were not identified by
NBS (false negative): one was diagnosed because of encephalopathic crises during febrile illness at 21
months of age (NBS result: C5DC: 0.41 µmol/l, cutoff: 0.46); one patient, started DMD insidiously at age
12 and diagnosis was confirmed at age 14 months, NBS showed slight elevation C5DC (0.38 µmol/L.
Cutoff: 0.36) that was normal on repeat. The procedure was changed: an initial elevated C5DC was an
immediate referral for confirmatory testing. All 8 cases showed 3-hydroxiglutarate in urine (qualitative
organic acids) and molecular assay identified pathogenic variants. CONCLUSION: We present clinical,
biochemical, MRI findings and genetic mutations of our 8 cases of GAI. Among them, there is a spectrum
of clinical presentation, MRI findings, molecular mutations and amount of urinary 3-hydroxiglutarate acid.
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